OIL UNION ACCEPTS PAY OFFER

DENVER (1919) — The organizing committee of the Oil Operators and Allied Workers International Union (COOP) on Wednesday accepted an offer. This prevented the strike of oil workers that had been set for today in Oklahoma City.

The agreement, signed by about 100 representatives of the Oil Operators and Allied Workers International Union (COOP) and the employers, is the final step in the long-time dispute over wages and working conditions. The agreement, which has been in effect since December 1918, is expected to bring an end to the strike.

The union had been seeking an increase in wages and better working conditions, including shorter hours and better safety measures. The employers had been resisting these demands, and the strike had been set for today. However, the agreement reached on Wednesday has ended the strike.

The union has been fighting for better wages and working conditions for many years, and this agreement is a significant victory for the workers. The union has shown that it is a force to be reckoned with, and it has been able to negotiate a better deal for its members.

The agreement includes an increase in wages and better working conditions, including shorter hours and better safety measures. The employers have agreed to these demands, and the strike has been avoided.

The union has shown that it is a force to be reckoned with, and it has been able to negotiate a better deal for its members. The agreement is a significant victory for the workers, and it is a step forward in the struggle for better wages and working conditions.
Police Hold Racial Rift

4 Convicts Flee From Stringtown
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Teachers Threaten Walkout

Party Job: Good News, Says Salon
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Retirement: The Reward For Your Work?
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By Darryl J. Abraham, P.I.

Finance experts have been sounding the final note for the aging American workforce. And pension plans, once the cornerstone of retirement, are now just another piece of the pie for a healthy retirement. The current trend is toward inflation-indexed plans, discussed on the front page of the New York Times. The question is how to plan for retirement in 1980, given the current economic climate.

World Briefs

Czech Printers Defy Reds
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Movement Suffers Setback
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Jet Fighter Crashes
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Snacks Become A Fad
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Macro Current Events Quiz
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Recipe Party To Honor Miss Bacon
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Funds Go To Community

President of the Oklahoma County Bar Association, Judge James K. Hopey, and other judges, are colorful participants in a recent Oklahoma Bar Association's Bar B-Q. The money raised will go to the Outdoor Recreation Equipment Fund of the Oklahoma Bar Association. Helen Halsey is also pictured.

Dream Man Isn't Solution

In February, March, August...

Couples Plan Wedding Vows

Polly's Pointers

World Clock

University Women Schedule Meetings

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN

Oklahoma City branch will meet at noon on February 14 at the Oklahoma City Country Club. "Panama" will be the topic of a program to be presented by Sister M. Cecelia, O.P. The program will begin at noon and will conclude at 1:15 p.m.

Oklahoma Doll Collectors To Meet At Glasgow Home

Oklahoma Doll Collectors will meet at a private home in Glasgow, Oklahoma, at 2 p.m. on February 14. Mrs. Donna S. Glasgow will be hostess. A private home is the site of the annual meeting of the Oklahoma Doll Collectors. The meeting will begin at 2 p.m. and will conclude at 4 p.m.

Engagements

Redguy-Cowan

A familiar Oklahoman is planned for a new wedding in February. Redguy Cowan is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cowan of Oklahoma City. He is a member of the Oklahoma City Young Men's Christian Association. He is planning to marry Miss Helen Cowan of Oklahoma City.

Redguy Cowan

Jennifer Cowan

Linda Sue Gist, Michael L. Kerran Say Nuptials

Miss Linda Sue Gist, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Gist of Oklahoma City, and Michael L. Kerran, son of Mr. and Mrs. James Kerran of Oklahoma City, will be married on February 14 at the Oklahoma City Country Club. The ceremony will begin at 2 p.m. and will conclude at 3 p.m.

Beautiful Linen Life

Ladies, take note. The time is right for linen. Relaxing to the touch, to the eye, to the feel. So lovely, so crisp. Nothing's more satisfying than an afternoon covered with your favorite linen in the sun...
Public Now Split On Congress
The Harris Poll: Many Don’t Like

Democrats and Republicans to Get Along With Nixon?

Hit the Jackpot

Talk Show Buffs To Converge Here

With a Reader Reacher Family Want Ad In

The Oklahoma Journal

2 LINES 7 DAYS 2 DOLLARS

Let one of our friendly AD-VISORS explain our READER REACHER WANTADS
CALL OR 2-3322 TODAY

Direction Marker?
It’s In 2-Man Show

New Foundation To Help Culture

Pryor High School Destroyed By Fire

You really should...
TRI TRIM
33
unconquered TREATMENTS
JANUARY SPECIAL
$3.33 YOUR PRICE
LIMITED QUOTA OFFER
CALL NOW 1-8-4606
SWIP TRIM SPA
104 NW 23RD

Robby Son Pegg
Peggis

Vital Statistics

Washington Merry-Go-Round

Black Students Harass Schools

"Black students bellow libelous slogans and at a Columbia University clinic blocked white students from entering for 'race scholarship.'" - New Patriots and Jack Kulanu

Powell Has No 'Intention' Of Acting Any Differently

Price Raise Announced By Kaiser

Johnson To Get $375,000 For Six Months After Term
Long-Time City Physician Dies

Marie Cole
Rites Monday

Borman: Moon Cost Just Insurance

Sylvania Factory Authorized
ONCE A YEAR
Sale
Now Sylvania Color TV costs less!
Buy now. Save up to $50.

$599 SAVE $50

$529 SAVE $30

$599 SAVE $30

JETS SOAR TO SUPER WIN
Namath Rips Colts

Sifford Wins
LA Open Test On 73rd Hole

Top Quartet To Appear Here

NO MONEY DOWN
Up to 36 Months
To Pay
ASK ABOUT OUR
FREE HOME TRIAL

Southside
1901 S. Pennsylvania M-717

Charles Grady
Sportscaster

Colts Blame Themselves

Broadway Joe 'Poor Winner'

Charlie Sifford...checkmate

The Oklahoma Journal, January 12, 1969
1968 Quips Flew Fast, Furious

Joe Kirkhart

High School Form Chart

Mid-State Conference

Capital Conference

Central Conference

Metacort Conference

Other States

Grant Gains
Second Title

Boston Hands Pitt
8-4 Defeat

Jets Fly
Hurricane
With Joe
Tops Loop

 Chiefs Home Twice;
 Sooners, Pokes Idle

College
Standings

Second Half Efforts Fuel "Clans, Tar Heels"

Weatherman Aided Yanks

Race Tightens
In Southwest
Snoop Form Out

Federal Workers Spared Personal Disclosures

By Walt Disney

No Hope For Early Strike End

Women Looked Threatened... Women's Hair Never Rises Just Like This!

Halo's They'll Do It Every Time

New Bail Bond Law Launched

Trestle Falls

Battle Lost

$3,000 Raised

Full-Kills One

Crimefighters

Grand Opening

REACH BUYERS FOR SPORTS EQUIPMENT FAST WITH CLASSIFIED ADS

Reach your target audience with classified ads in the Dellinger Journal. Your ad will be seen by thousands of readers. Contact us for pricing and availability.

Classified Ads

YOUNG MEN
LOOKING FOR A TRADE?  WE HAVE A VARIETY OF PROGRAMS TO HELP YOU GET STARTED.

NEW HOME OWNERS
WE HELP YOU FIND YOUR DREAM HOME. CONTACT US TODAY.

CALL 2-3232 TODAY

Reach your potential buyers with the classified section of the Dellinger Journal.
General Says Lull Helps North Vietnamese Army

DA NANG, South Viet- nam—Gen. Leonard J. Chapman, commanding general of the U.S. Military Assistance Command in South Vietnam, said the current lull in the fighting is helping not only to restore some normalcy to the North Vietnamese but also to the south as a whole. "The South Vietnamese are making a determined effort to take every inch of territory and can be counted on to do their utmost," Chapman said.

The U.S. and North Vietnamese peace talks seem to be making progress, and Chapman said the North Vietnamese are making a determined effort to take every inch of territory and can be counted on to do their utmost.

Chapman said the U.S. is making a determined effort to take every inch of territory and can be counted on to do their utmost.

"We have not made any promises to any group or nation," Chapman said. "We are committed to the principle of a free and independent North Vietnam, and we will continue to support the efforts of the Vietnamese people to achieve this goal."
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